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the second feature is the built-in bootable usb creator. once you have created the bootable usb stick with the disk utility, you can use this plug-in to install the system and remove all troubles. if you have
just created the bootable usb stick with the disk utility you will need to use the available paragon recovery media builder to activate the boot support and boot the usb stick. once you have created a
bootable usb stick or disk with the paragon recovery media builder, you can then use it to install the operating system and remove all troubles. the process of booting a usb stick or disk is quite simple
and does not require a computer with uefi or older mac computers. hard disk manager includes an exclusive paragon recovery media builder, which is a useful tool. you can create a bootable usb stick
with just a few mouse clicks. the tool also provides you with a disk utility, which is a simple, effective and convenient way to create a bootable usb stick. paragon total commander is a file manager that
works equally well with both fat and ntfs file systems. it supports a wide range of file operation functions including move, copy, delete, compress, encrypt, and undelete. the program also provides a
number of useful and easy to use features including a drag and drop interface, support for network folders, an easy file search feature, and a file browser. you can have multiple file browsing windows at
the same time, and open multiple directories at once, all at a simple click of a button. keep your os and programs up-to-date with hard disk manager 16. hard disk manager 16 includes smart scanning
and reporting tools that help you keep your system and programs up-to-date. built-in tools enable you to make system updates and updates to your applications automatically, and they can also be
applied to individual partitions.
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